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different screens. Download latest Version
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configure a path as both a DNS entry and a
folder entry? I have a domain I have purchased
at cybersource.com and pointed to my server.
However it doesn't look like cybersource.com
can point to the path I have set. So I googled
and found out that I need to create a folder

entry. They do this through an API that I am not
familiar with. I tried doing this but it seems my
server returns Unauthorized. Is there a way to
get cybersource.com to point to my server and
also create a folder under /? A: You cannot do
this via a normal API call - but it's possible to
make it work using Open Directory API. First,
you can ask someone to manually map your

domain name to a URL (e.g. redirect
cybersource.com to Google's DNS records) or

update your server records so that the IP
address goes to cybersource.com. Then, you

can create an Open Directory account
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Link: A: Just enter the serial number in web
browser and get the crack! Q: Change AngularJS
filter based on variable from the controller Is it
possible to change filters based on variables

from the controller (or scope)? The use case is
the following: there are two separate lists of

books, of which one is filtered using
$filter('filter') and the other is not ($filter()

doesn't work, because it only takes one filter
string - even if there are two). $scope.books =

function() { return books; } $scope.emptyBooks
= function() { return books.length == 0; }

$scope.emptyBooks =
$filter('filter')($scope.books(), {}, 1); I'd like to
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remove the emptyBooks function and let
angular do the job automatically by setting

something like $scope.empty = "something".
Hope you can help me :) A: Just use an

expression? $scope.books =
$filter('filter')($scope.books(), {}, 1);

$scope.emptyBooks = function() { return
$scope.books.length == 0; } Either way, the
real answer here is that the books list can be

changed in your controller. Q: Указание
промежуточного файла для загрузки проекта

в Android Studio Добрый день! Народ,
помогите мне найти в Android Studio
подобное утилитарное приложение,

достаточно бы при нажатии на
соответствующую
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